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Mannequin3’s Hearts of Three Cast

Francis’ household:
Parker
Captain Trefethen
Sailor#1 (Skipper)
Sailor#2
Sailor#3

Regan Bascom
Clerk
Broker (Optional)
Strange Woman (Optional)

Henry
Lt. Parsons/ Lt. Columbo

Yi Poon

Leoncia’s household:
Enricho: (Leoncia’s Stepfather)
Alesandro (Leoncia’s Brother)
Alvarado (Leoncia’s Brother)
Marrinez (Leoncia’s Brother and Alvarado’s Twin Brother)
Bicardo, a twin brother
Maid

Jefe Vercara: Governor
Judge
Torres
Pedro Zurita (Jailer)
Rodriguez Fernandez (Seller)
Ignacio
Rafael
Turnkey
Augustino
Gluillemo
Mancheno
St. Antonio’s Residents
Ragged Boy (pick up the viper and ask for a sum from Torres)

Captain Rosaro
Tug Skipper

Blind Brigand (Supreme/Appellate Court)
Girl
Leader
Local Police

Overseer
Servant
Old Man

Queen
Mayan Priest
Maid
Other Servants
Mayan Leader
Residents
Caaroo Community
Concordia
Nicoya
Jose + Another Young Man